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Abstract
Two newspaper numbers games based on simple arithmetic relationships are dis-
cussed. One is rather trivial, but very useful as an introduction to the second, whose
potential to give students of elementary algebra practice in semi ad-hoc reasoning and
to build general arithmetic reasoning skills was explored theoretically in an earlier pa-
per. Preliminary results on the e¤ectiveness of this general approach are presented,
with student performance and feedback on an assignment task and formal examination
included, and recommendations for future work.
1 Introduction
In an earlier paper [1], the Number Crunch (NC) game was described along with plans
for using it as a vehicle for building elementary arithmetic and algebraic reasoning skills.
Students of the unit Elementary Mathematics (EM) at Bond University were required to
solve two of the NC puzzles and to present their work as a reasoned argument. There are
no prerequisites for enrolment in the EM unit. It is a non-calculus mathematics subject
designed, primarily, as an informal prerequisite for a typical rst year university calculus
subject for business and commerce students. It is also taken by some students of health
science and medicine. EM also serves a cross disciplinary role for the university where
students are strongly encouraged to enrol if they have not studied a suitable level of math-
ematics in secondary school, or for mature aged students who have limited mathematical
background. For a summary of content of the EM unit, see [1].
One of the puzzle instances, deliberately chosen, had two solutions and students were
required to nd both of these. Another requirement was to express the relationships as
conventional mathematical equations. The students also completed a short questionnaire
on their attitudes and condence in mathematics and a "pre-test" consisting of the basic
skills required to solve NC problems. At the end of the unit a short survey was conducted
to assess if the student believed the NC aided their mathematical skills and on the di¢ culty
of the NC questions.
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Although claimed in [1] that students would work in pairs, subsequently it was thought
better to require them to work individually. The principal reason for this is that we wanted
to make some attempt to measure "learning" by individual students and determine if there
were any signicant correlations between the "pre-test" results and specic parts of the
NC question on the nal exam.
A snapshot of the NC game is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Number Crunch from The Australian newspaper 27th August 2010.
2 Some background on how the material was presented to
the students
Although set theory as such is not normally part of the course, a brief treatment was given
in the rst week of semester. This was done primarily so that students may be able to
express statements such as "d may take one of the values 2; 3; 6; 7; 9" in the usual compact
way: d 2 f2; 3; 6; 7; 9g.
At the beginning of semester, special e¤ort was made to illustrate to the class that
algebraic equations may have just one solution, many solutions or no solutions at all. The
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most elementary possible examples were given for each of these cases.
More specic to NC, examples were given of the use of several heuristics which are
often useful in making progress in solving a puzzle instance. These heuristics are described
in [1].
Some examples of ad hoc reasoning also formed part of the general background to
solving NC, and these were presented in context as part of solving particular NC instances.
Another useful example was an alternative newspaper puzzle, Cracking the safe, described
in the next section.
2.1 Cracking the safeNC Lite
A much simpler newspaper game Cracking the safe (CTS) [2] was also presented to the
students as a very gentle introduction to the more substantial NC. This was useful in that
CTS is much simpler but still illustrates similar lines of reasoning to those required to solve
NC. As with NC, each CTS puzzle has six equations, but in contrast to NC, which has
nine unknowns, CTS has only six. While the NC unknowns are restricted to values from
f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g with no duplicates, so that exactly one of each value from this set
must appear in the solution, CTS unknowns take values only from f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g and
duplicates are allowed. Because of its similarity but comparative simplicity, we soon found
ourselves thinking of CTS as Number Crunch Lite, reecting its usefulness as precursory
exemplar for the full Number Crunch.
2.1.1 CTS example from 31 Jan 2011
Here is an example of CTS (slightly paraphrased); just three short sentences, followed by
eqs 1 to 6, with the newspapers "safe-cracking" graphics omitted.
In order to crack open the safe, solve the six-digit code. You are given six clues.
The letters can represent any number from 0 and 6.
A+D + E = 9 (1)
A+ E + F = 6 (2)
B + E + F = 9 (3)
C D = 15 (4)
A+ C +D = 11 (5)
D  F = 0 (6)
The recommended solution approach here was tabulation of possibilities, starting with
equation(s) ("clues") which lead to a small number of possible cases. However, students
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were also shown some "equation solving" using elementary algebra. For the present ex-
ample, one would not begin with eq 1, as this leads to 31 possibilities for (A;D;E) being
tabulated, or perhaps even 49, if infeasibles were not immediately eliminated. But tabu-
lation is akin to computation, and we know that "thinking should precede computation".
It is clear from eq 6 that one of D;F must be zero, but it cannot be D as eq 4 clearly
contradicts this claim. (Aside: The basic fact that a product of two or more numbers
being zero means that at least one of the factors is zero is clearly fundamental to solving
elementary algebraic equations. This principle is emphasized very early in the EM classes.
The simplest proof of this fact is also a good example of reductio ad absurdum; another
basic principle emphasized when giving the students a set of tools and heuristics to solve
NC). Thus, F = 0. Comparison of eqs 1 and 2 then shows that D = 3. These steps are
relevant to an early topic in the EM course, which is solution of two linear simultaneous
algebraic equations in two unknowns. Since we know D = 3; then C = 5 from eq 4. Eq
5 then tells us that A = 3 and eq 1 then yields E = 3. The games up now, and the rest
can be done by simple algebra, which is excellent practice for the students. This particular
CTS was solved with no tabulation, however tabulation (or some equivalent process for
checking cases, such as a tree diagram, for example) is typically needed. The CTS puzzle
denitely has great potential as a "gentle introduction" to the more challenging NC, and
we plan to make more use of it in future, for this purpose.
2.2 NC Examples
Early in the semester, step-by-step solutions of both examples of Sugden [1], plus the
"recommended solution methods" and heuristics from that draft paper were given to the
class along with the assignment specication. Later in the semester, and before the due
date of the assignment, the nal examination question of section 4 was also presented in
class along with adequate steps of reasoning required to solve it. All of this material was
presented to the students both in written handout form and also on the whiteboard as
worked examples.
3 Student performance on assignment
3.1 The multiple solution problem
Despite repeated advice to the class that the second puzzle had two solutions, more than a
third of students (13/37) made no attempt to nd it. This amounts to stopping after one
solution has been found, and was also clearly in evidence for solution attempts at the rst
NC problem. Even though the rst problem had only one solution, one needs to establish
this before quitting. See also the next point.
The most common comments made when marking up and assessing the work of the
students were "too much tabulation" and "why?". We found ourselves writing "too much
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tabulation" quite often. Although gentle warnings against this were given in class, several
students began to tabulate too early or too extensively, i.e., they could have reduced
combinatorial possibilities by some further careful reasoning. Inappropriate tabulation
reects inadequate attention given to narrowing down the range of possibilities by semi-ad
hoc reasoning before attempting tabulation of these. The second comment, "why?", reects
our reaction to either incorrect reasoning or lack of convincing explanation, or both. In
both cases, it seems there may be a reluctance to use a slightly higher level of abstraction
in their chains of reasoning, or perhaps longer chains of reasoning. Similar tendencies were
found in responses to the end of semester examination question on reasoning skills, in
which chains of reasoning beyond one or two small steps were largely absent from the 35
examination scripts.
This is not greatly surprising, however it is worthy of observation that, while mathe-
maticians are usually very much interested in "existence and uniqueness" of solutions to
any kind of equation, in other walks of life the main goal is often to nd any solution,
assuming it satises all constraints (feasibility). Real-world problems are always associ-
ated with constraints and are often so di¢ cult (airline scheduling, university timetabling,
and many other NP-hard problems) that even nding one feasible solution is an enormous
achievement. Also, given that the NC problem is a newspaper puzzle, it is entirely un-
derstandable that the solver loses interest once the satisfaction of nding a solution has
been experienced. Nevertheless, it was clearly pointed out that failure to nd all solutions
would result in loss of marks.
In future this requirement to "nd all solutions" will be sharpened to "show that no
other solutions exist". At rst reading, these two statements sound equivalent, but they
are not! One may stumble on one or more solutions, but that is not in itself evidence that
there cannot be any other solutions. This simple observation, second nature to working
mathematicians, needs to be clearly emphasized to students, as its realization is by no
means innate. Another way to express this is try to get across to the students the funda-
mental distinction between "a must equal 3" and "a can equal 3". The rst of these is an
imperative, whereas the second merely indicates feasibility (at least at the current point in
the argument).
3.2 Standard of expression and argument
With just a few exceptions, the kindest statement regarding standard of presentation,
English expression, and cogency of argument is that these were all ordinary, at best. In
some cases, the presentation was almost illegible, and consisted of no discernible sequence
of steps at all, and in at least one case, no words at all! There was no requirement
to submit the work in the form of a word-processed report, but many students did this
anyway. Even among these, which were printed on high-quality printers so that individual
character legibility is not a problem, the standard of presentation was highly variable.
While some were a pleasure to read in terms of layout, logical progression, clear writing
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with occasional use of colour, tabulation and other aids to understanding, others virtually
deed comprehension, even though laser-printed.
As noted, student expression of logical progression of argument was mediocre, in most
cases. A few students even found the correct answers but failed to express even this in an
easily-readable form! Annotations such as "You have not eliminated i = 1; 3; 4:" or "Yes,
but what about i = 6; c = 3; f = 8?" typically indicated failure on the part of the student
to identify alternative possibilities. One quite capable student solved NC using his own
SQL database model. That is ne, but he was also required to solve it using conventional
algebra and arithmetic steps of reasoning, which he did after advice from us. Another very
capable student claimed to write the equations in certain standard form but they clearly
were not in this form (without subtraction and division, as described in [1]).
4 Student performance on examination question
The following compulsory question was set for the nal examination, and students were
warned that a question based on their NC assignment would appear on the nal paper. As
noted in section 2.2, this problem was solved in class about 4 or 5 weeks before the nal
examination and, at least for those who attended class, was therefore not unseen. Given
this fact, their collective exam performance was unimpressive. Class size, n = 35:
Question 4: Reasoning Skills. Suppose that all of the numbers 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9
are represented by the symbols a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i but we dont yet know which symbol
represents which number. However, we are given the following relationships:
ab = c+ 22 (7)
d
e
= f + 1 (8)
gi = 21h (9)
a+ g = d+ 7 (10)
b+
e
h
= 5 (11)
c+ fi = 12 (12)
Now answer each of the following questions, being sure to carefully explain your steps of
reasoning. Note: you are not required to fully solve these equations. (2 marks for each
part)
1. (a) Use equation 7 to show that c cannot be equal to 1; 3; 4; 7 or 9.
(b) Use equation 12 to show that c 6= 2
(c) Use one or more of the equations to show that i cannot take either of the values
1 or 3:
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(d) Show that e 6= 1 and explain why therefore e must take one of the values 2; 3;
or 4.
(e) Explain why h must take one of the values 1; 2; or 3.
4.1 Part a: use equation 7 to show that c cannot be equal to 1; 3; 4; 7 or
9.
Here, students were expected to realize that c cannot be 1; 4; 7 or 9 since then c + 22
respectively takes values 23; 26; 29; 31: None of these can be the product of any two numbers
from 1 to 9. For c = 3; the reasoning is slightly di¤erent: c + 22 = 25 and this number
can be generated as 5  5, but this would require a = b; which is not allowed. Most
of those who made a reasonable attempt at the Reasoning Skills question were able to
present these arguments, or something very similar. However, some simply listed, without
any justication, certain values of c + 22, declaring them to be impossible, despite the
admonition to "carefully explain your steps of reasoning". One student erroneously claimed
that since c = 2; 5; 6; 8 were all feasible (by giving possible solutions; all correct), then
the other values c = 1; 3; 4; 7; 9 were therefore impossible! It is di¢ cult to understand
the thought processes that could justify this kind of reasoning. About half (16) of the
students scored full marks for this part of the question, while about a third (10) scored
zero. There was a strong signicant correlation of 0:605 (p = 0:006) between the students
"pre-test" score and their results in this part of the NC exam question. This indicates that
student performance with this type of question broadly corresponds to the initial skills
demonstrated in the "pre-test".
4.2 Part b: use equation 12 to show that c 6= 2
Performance on this question was quite good with 27 out of 35 students being awarded
the full 2 marks, 7 receiving 0 and 1 receiving 1 mark out of 2. Two of those receiving 0
for this question part also received 0 for the entire examination paper! One student wrote:
"The only products (sic) of 10 are 5 and 2". This was an HD student (85% or more for the
entire semester). Of course, this should read "only factors of 10 are 5 and 2". Here is an
example of the confounding of fundamental mathematical jargon. Another student used
eq 12 to show that if c = 2, then one of f; i must be 5 and also used eq 1 to (incorrectly)
infer that ab = 20 so that one of a; b must be 5: Of course, the conclusion, conditional on
c = 2; should read ab = 24: Although the question specically asked to use eq 1, it did
not preclude the use of other equations as well. This piece of original reasoning, although
somewhat awed, was refreshing to see. There was a moderate signicant correlation of
0:492 (p = 0:032) between the "pre-test" performance and this type of NC reasoning.
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4.3 Part c: use one or more of the equations to show that i cannot take
either of the values 1 or 3:
Performance on this part was generally quite poor. The question part is slightly di¤erent
from its two predecessors, in that it requires the student to decide which equations to use.
True, each unknown appears in just two equations, but others may be needed. It also
requires a longer chain of reasoning that either of parts a or b. A majority of students (20)
scored 1 mark out of 2 for this part; in all cases for correctly noting that i = 1 implies
g = 21h and therefore, g would be too large even if h = 1. Eleven students scored zero for
this question part, while only 4 scored the full 2 marks. It is worth noting that to show
i 6= 3 seems to require several steps. The most direct sequence (argued by only 4 students)
appears to be:
1. Suppose i = 3: Then eq 9 yields 3g = 21h
2. Division of both sides of the equation by 3 gives g = 7h:
3. It must now be realized that the only possible solution of g = 7h in the present
context is (g; h) = (7; 1) :
4. Then, substitution of 7 for g in eq 10 yields a+ 7 = d+ 7:
5. Cancellation of the 7 gives a = d; which is impossible.
6. The contradiction of the previous step implies that i 6= 3.
An alternative line of reasoning, also perfectly valid, was given by just one student:
1. Suppose i = 3: Then eq 12 yields c+ 3f = 12:
2. The equation c + 3f = 12 has two possible solutions: (c; f) 2 f(9; 1) ; (6; 2)g : These
are both shown to be impossible as follows.
(a) (c; f) = (9; 1) contradicts the result from part a of the question where it is
established that c 6= 9:
(b) (c; f) = (6; 2) means that eq 8 now reads d=e = 3 or d = 3e: This is not possible
since the values 3; 6; 2 are already "taken" by i; c; f respectively.
It is arguable which of these two approaches is simpler. The rst may be said to be
from "rst principles" whereas the second makes use of a previous "theorem" or established
result (restrictions on c found in part a of the question). This method was not shown in
class and therefore may be regarded as an example of student originality, under examination
conditions. Such instances were rare indeed for this cohort of students. Interestingly, there
was no signicant correlation between the "pre-test" score and performance on this part. It
therefore seems possible that student originality was not associated with "pre-test" results.
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4.4 Part d: show that e 6= 1 and explain why therefore e must take one
of the values 2; 3; or 4.
Again, no clue as to which equations to use was given. The expected student response
is to state that numerators cannot be 1 and denominators cannot exceed 4. Since e is
both numerator (eq 11) and denominator (eq 8), the result follows swiftly. Students were
given heuristics in class (see [1]) which included the observation that denominators cannot
exceed 4, but they were not told that numerators cannot be 1. Student performance on
this part was mediocre, with 9 receiving the full 2 marks, 13 receiving 1 out of two and
10 receiving zero; the remaining three scoring 0.5 or 1.5. Again, there was no signicant
correlation between the "pre-test" score and examination performance.
4.5 Part e: Explain why h must take one of the values 1; 2; or 3.
The expected student response is that since h is a denominator (eq 11), it cannot exceed
4, but cannot be 1 either since eq 9 would then give a product gh = 84 which is too large.
This reasoning seems simple enough, but only 19 out of 35 students scored full marks for
this part. Nevertheless, this part of the question is in one sense the most interesting, as
it elicited the widest variety of correct responses. One student produced an interesting,
valid alternative solution: according to part (d), e 2 f2; 3; 4g ; and eq 11 shows that when
e 2 f2; 3g ; we must have h = 1 (2; 3 are prime) and when e = 4; we have h 2 f1; 2g :
This result is stronger than what was asked for. Two other students gave a somewhat
similar, but distinct response: according to part (d), e 2 f2; 3; 4g ; and eq 11 then shows
that h < 4. But also h 6= 3 since the only way for e=h to be an integer is for e to be 3 also,
and this is impossible. Twelve other students responded correctly as follows: eq 9 shows
that 21h  72 as this is the greatest product; but this means h  3. On reection, this
is perhaps the most compact solution to part e; it only uses eq 9, while the "expected"
approach, uses eqs 9 and 11. Except for the present Reasoning Skills (RS) question, one
of these students scored zero for the entire exam paper, in which there were six questions,
each worth 10 marks. That students total was 5 out of 60, all obtained on the RS question.
Again, there was no signicant correlation between the "pre-test" score and examination
performance.
5 Some further observations
In several cases, students seemed to have at least some idea of the reasoning required but
were unable to express it clearly. With one or two exceptions, even the better students (as
inferred from their other work) sometimes had trouble expressing their steps of reasoning.
Others, including some quite capable students, simply wrote down answers with lots of
scratchings out and no indication of reasoning steps or in some cases, no words at all! This
occurred, despite the fact that they were given clear instructions, verbal and written, and
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that a logical, clear sequence of reasoning steps was required, with loss of marks otherwise.
Several examples of how to express a logical sequence of steps were also given. For such a
cohort of students, it is conjectured that this may be, in large part, due to lack of experience
at writing relatively precise mathematical statements.
In the experience of both authors, signicant numbers of students enrolled for EM seem
to have had scant practice at expressing themselves mathematically. As noted in [1], they
are typically unfamiliar not only with fundamental modes of mathematical reasoning, in-
cluding the requirement to present an argument sequentially and logically, but even with
the basic vocabulary ("term", "factor", "numerator, denominator", etc.). As mathematics
professionals, we sometimes forget the huge quantity of jargon we use. Over the centuries,
mathematicians have been responsible for hijacking many English words for special pur-
poses: "odd", "even", "rational", "term", "factor", "divisible", "identity", and the list
goes on; not quite ad innitum, but it is a very long list indeed! The rst time the second
author had ever heard of the word "echelon" was in a linear algebra course, though this
may be attributed to his less than diligent reading habits at high-school. We drop these
words into our classes mostly without giving them second thought, but it is clear that many
or even most of the students have, at best, only a vague inkling of their precise meanings
in context. In fact, the situation is even worse than this, since the students tend to use
corrupted or out-of-context versions of mathematical jargon, e.g., the use of "times" and
"minus" as verbs rather than "multiply" and "subtract". It would seem that their teachers
have either explicitly taught or merely tolerated the use of these last two degenerate modes
of expression.
6 Conclusions
Although somewhat disappointed with overall student performance on the NC puzzle, we
believe there is enough evidence to support its continued use in the EM unit, and plan to
extend its use to other units, including the aptly named Analytical Toolkit, outlined briey
in [3] and [4]. This is a rst-year unit for students of IT at Bond. It is an amalgam of two
former units: elementary discrete mathematics and a very brief introduction to probability
and statistics. On the positive side, there was some creditable student work, and also
many positive comments (some unsolicited) about how they enjoyed solving the puzzle.
As noted, the hardest part for the students was expressing their steps of reasoning. While
this is not really surprising, it was important to have them articulate it, and this message
was very clear indeed. This of course begs the question "How will we now help them to do
this?". They were given sample steps from two instances of the puzzle and some heuristic
which could be invoked when needed, plus the CTS example and its solution approach,
but beyond this, not much else. It seems clear that some extra e¤ort on our part to give
more detailed principles and examples of the steps of a mathematical argument, in general,
and also with respect to solving the NC puzzle would be well-worthwhile.
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Thus, our general plan is to rene the assignment and introductory lesson on principles
for solving the puzzle. Some valuable insight was gained from the surveys and assessment
items and also during the closer scrutiny of student work required for the preparation of this
paper. The patterns of valid and invalid reasoning (common misconceptions) mentioned
above will guide us in the renement of lesson plans and assessment requirements. Despite
clear written and verbal statements that all solutions must be found, we found that the
notion of being nished when the rst solution is found to be very common among the
students. The subtle distinction between "nd all solutions" and "show that no other
solutions exist" was not realized by us when setting the assignment. We plan to sharpen
up the assignment specication to require a very clear statement logical progression of
argument. It will also be emphasized that while solving NC is primarily a search making
use of heuristics, rather than applying a systematic algorithm, it must be an exhaustive
search.
An additional renement for the next time EM is o¤ered (September 2011) is to deliver
at least some of the lectures via a tablet PC. In this manner, students may see the math-
ematical examples develop as if on a whiteboard, but also may receive a verbatim copy,
perhaps a PDF le of the lecture, as saved on the tablet device. Skeleton notes may be
provided, in order to economize on writing time. There is recent evidence in the literature
that this approach has had a positive e¤ect on student understanding [5], [6].
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